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Understanding Corporate Responsibility:
An Executive Briefing

Results and Insights from
Project RESPONSE

This report is dedicated to the fond memory of Janet Bohdanowitz,
a wonderful research partner and a dear, unforgettable, friend

About Project RESPONSE

Project RESPONSE has been supported and funded by the EU Commission’s Directorate General
(DG) Research to develop knowledge and understanding on the degree of alignment between
companies and their stakeholders about what Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) entails. The
project has sought to assess the relationship between this alignment and corporate social
performance, and to identify the internal and external factors that influence alignment levels. Finally, it
has studied CSR at the level of individual manager’s behaviour, and assessed the relative
effectiveness of diverse training interventions on the development of social consciousness in
managers.
This 3-year research project is a flagship research initiative of the European Academy of Business
in Society (EABIS). It was conducted between 2004 and 2007 by a multi-disciplinary team of
academic researchers from a consortium of leading business schools in Europe (INSEAD, France;
Copenhagen Business School, Denmark; Università Commerciale Luigi Bocconi, Italy; Leon
Kozminski Academy of Entrepreneurship and Management, Poland) and a training consultancy
(Impact, Austria). The project was implemented through an innovative model of partnership between
EABIS member business schools and its corporate founding partners – IBM, Johnson & Johnson,
Microsoft, Shell and Unilever – who collaborated from the design stages to the execution of the
research plan. In addition, the RESPONSE team was fortunate to draw on the wisdom and
knowledge of the Business and Academic Advisory Boards, which included leading thinkers on the
relationship between business and society.
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Project RESPONSE: Seven Key Findings at a Glance
Insights from the Research

Implications for Action

1. Alignment Matters. Businesses with the highest
levels of social performance are characterised by a
greater degree of alignment between managers and
stakeholders about the risks and responsibilities the
company faces and on how well it is dealing with them.

Corporate social responsibility does not mean that
individuals in businesses have to think or act just like
NGO activists, but a lack of alignment on goals and
ambitions can be a barrier to both external action and
internal change processes.

2. Mind the Gap. Whereas stakeholders reveal a
broad, multi-faceted and proactive perception of what
corporate responsibility means to them, managers tend
to frame the issue with a narrow focus on risk
avoidance and ‘do no harm’ type of objectives.

Even companies considered leaders in CSR need to
reflect on the fundamental perception gaps identified
and invest accordingly to enable managers to “walk
their leaders’ talk” by seeing CSR as a driver of
innovation, integrated into business.

3. Moving Targets, Sharper Aim. Business
environments characterised by rapid change appear to
be most conducive to the development of
understanding between stakeholders and managers.
This pattern was found when comparing dynamic and
static business strategies, stakeholder demands,
industries and regions.

Initiatives and policies related to the integration of
corporate social responsibility should focus on
enabling businesses to continually respond and
adapt to changing economic, social and
environmental challenges. CSR is about the capacity
to change oneself, one’s company and its
environment.

4. Corporate Social Innovation. High alignment
companies tend to be those where social and
environmental challenges are viewed as drivers for
innovation and corporate responsibility is used as an
approach to the unlocking of new opportunities.

The most useful motivation for corporate
responsibility centres on its role as a driver of
innovation in strategies, products and processes.
This approach involves managers reaching for
greater understanding of external interests, taking
risks and developing new solutions to constantly
shifting social and environmental challenges.

5. From the Inside-Out. Companies that excel in their
approach to corporate responsibility tend to be those
that integrate the principles of sustainability into both
their everyday business processes and their strategic
decision-making.

Companies, policy makers, investors and
stakeholders in general should place more
importance on how corporate social responsibility
principles are integrated into the strategic decisionmaking and core business practices of business
corporations.

6. Reinventing Stakeholder Engagement.
Stakeholder engagement appears to be an important
step, but not sufficient in and of itself to achieve
excellence in corporate social responsibility.
Engagement might be most effective where it focuses
on supporting learning and change.

Stakeholder engagement should be redirected, at
least in part, from the current emphasis on the joint
promotion of external initiatives to more explicit and
active collaboration aimed at embedding
responsibility principles and routines in all relevant
operating and strategic processes.

7. Developing Responsible Managers. Experiment
data suggest that novel coaching approaches, such as
meditation and relaxation techniques, could have an
important impact – in addition to traditional executive
development frameworks – on the integration of
responsibility into day-to-day decisions and actions.

Education and training providers in business schools
and companies should establish systematic pre-post
impact measurement of CSR training programmes
(both on behaviour and behavioural influences) and
should consider experimenting with more innovative
approaches to develop better social consciousness in
managers.

Exhibit 1: Project RESPONSE
Project RESPONSE is the first attempt to systematically investigate the importance of alignment
between the mindsets of managers and their companies’ stakeholders. It looks beyond the
predominant focus of many current CSR approaches, where the spotlight is on high level
commitments to corporate social responsibility, externally-oriented practices such as social
reporting, philanthropy and multi-stakeholder partnerships, and organisational level responses to
social and environmental issues. RESPONSE widens this focus to investigate:

understand stakeholder expectations and
adapt internal processes to meet them.

2. Not only the way organisations respond to
societal demands, but also the way
individual managers frame the issues and
change their behaviour accordingly.

Focus
on
Organisation

1. Not only the “will” but also the “skill” to

Orientation towards
External change
Internal change

Most corporate
responsibility tools,
initiatives and
research focus here.

external stakeholders but also the
challenge of driving internal change in
businesses and individuals.

Individual

3. Not only the challenge of engaging with
Project RESPONSE
expanded the scope of
investigation.

The evidence base upon which the findings are premised is unprecedented in its depth and
breadth. 210 senior managers and key executives in 19 large multinational companies, as well as
217 representatives of more than 180 stakeholder organisations, were engaged in deep structured
interviews. In addition, a total of about 1000 managers were surveyed in 8 of the participant firms,
based on a random sample of about 400 managers per firm, for a response rate in excess of 30%.
The 19 case comparison companies were selected to form matched pairs (or in some cases
triplets) of comparable businesses within the food, pharmaceutical, natural resources, energy,
banking, chemical, information technology and industrial products sectors. Each pair/triad of
companies compares different levels of social performance while keeping other factors (such as
size, financial performance and product lines) as similar as possible. The evaluation of social
performance was made through a triangulation of social investment ratings, assessment by
stakeholders and the project team’s own judgment.
In a separate research stream involving three of these comparison companies plus an additional
firm not engaged in the core research, RESPONSE focused on the role of managers’ psychological
profiles (such as emotions, decision-making criteria and personal values) in generating socially
responsible behaviour. This model was then used as a basis to assess the effectiveness of
different training approaches in helping managers develop “social consciousness” - an intuitive,
spontaneous response to CSR dilemmas. This part of RESPONSE consisted of experimental trials
of training interventions involving 93 managers within the four companies..
In total, between 2004 and 2007, Project RESPONSE engaged nearly 1,500 representatives
from about 200 institutions, of which 20 were multinational corporations and 180 were
stakeholder organisations.

1. Alignment Matters
Project RESPONSE studied a wide range of potential enabling factors to find out which ones are
associated with the highest levels of corporate social performance. It did so by comparing higher and
lower social performers within each industry studied in order to identify those factors that appear to
systematically differentiate the levels of performance.
“The f und
d a me nta l i nnovati on
that
RES
PON SE brings t o th e
The analysis revealed that:
C S R deb ate is the f ra ming of
the p roble m in te rms of a
• Alignment of mindsets. The higher social
“
pe
rcep ti on g ap”, ra the r than
performers across industries tend to be those
companies where managers and stakeholders
si mple lac k of moti va ti on.
prioritise issues, risks and responsibilities in a
W e g o be yond the orising
similar way.
about it; we meas u re i t an d
• Strategic integration. Higher social performers
i denti fy re as ons wh y ce rtain
are also those companies where social and
fi rms h a ve wide
e r pe rcep tion
environmental issues are more fully integrated
gaps than othe rs ”
into strategic and managerial decision-making.
• Innovation as motivation. Developing a
Maurizio Zollo, Academic
business case for corporate responsibility based
Director of Project RESPONSE
on risk reduction, efficiency or a price premium
does not appear to make a difference in
achieving excellent social performance. High performing companies tend to be those that see
social and environmental challenges as drivers for innovation, and corporate social
responsibility as an approach to unlock these new market opportunities.
• Internal initiatives are more effective than external initiatives. There is strong evidence that
internal CSR change initiatives are associated with high social performance, but no clear
evidence that investment in externally focused CSR initiatives is effective in taking corporate
responsibility performance to a level of excellence.

Exhibit 2: What explains differences across firms in their social performance?
A wide range of possible factors were systematically investigated to see if there was a link to high
social performance.
Strong evidence

Some evidence

No clear link

Stakeholder/management
alignment of mindsets
Top management support
Integration of CSR in
business processes
Integration of CSR in
strategic decision-making
processes
CSR dept influence at
corporate level
Internal change initiatives
Business case based on
new market opportunities
Strong organisational
values
High margin/ R&D focused
strategy

Inclusion of social
commitment in mission
statement
Devolved autonomy for
CSR
Length of establishment of
CSR management in
company
CSR consideration in staff
performance appraisal
CSR reporting
Individual values
Good governance

Firm-level CSR
performance targets
CSR consideration in
investment decisions
CSR training
Stakeholder
engagement
External pressure
External initiatives by
the company
Business case on risk
reduction, efficiency
or price premium.

One of the strongest predictive factors in differentiating the highest social performers across
industries is the degree of alignment between managers’ and stakeholders’ perspectives on
what constitutes the company’s social responsibility.
Exhibit 3: Assessing Alignment
Using in-depth, structured interviews, the research team was able to develop robust, company
specific measures of management-stakeholder alignment across four domains. In each of these
domains managers in higher socially performing companies were found to exhibit narrower gaps than
those in their lower performing peer companies.

Risk – To what extent do managers and
stakeholders agree in prioritising
stakeholders in terms of their impact on
the company?

•

Responsibility – To what extent do
managers and stakeholders agree on
the prioritisation of stakeholders in terms
of the company’s impact on them?

•

Performance – To what extent do
managers and stakeholders agree in
their judgement of how well the
company is performing in relation to its
responsibilities?
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Companies w ith low er social performance
Companies w ith higher social performance

Within almost every one of the industries examined, the companies achieving higher levels of social
performance are the ones where managers and stakeholders have more strongly aligned mindsets.
Is manager/stakeholder alignment associated with higher performance?
Industry
Stakeholder
Risk
Responsibility Performance
Identification
High Tech




Pharma




Chemicals




Food



Energy



Natural



Resources
Banking



Exhibit 5: Unexpected Gaps
Project RESPONSE divided CSR issues along 2 dimensions – do no harm/do good and
product/process. The table below gives some examples.
Product focus

‘Do no harm’

•
•

‘Do good’

•

•

Impacts on users e.g.
health, safety, ethics,
security, risks of
improper use.
Broader impacts in use
e.g. efficiency, safety,
ethics.

•
•
•
•
•

Broadening access to
products e.g. food,
medicine, finance and
ICT.
Innovation of new
environmentally friendly
products.

Defending human rights.
Supporting community and
regional development.
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The research found that while both managers
and stakeholders prioritise process issues,
stakeholders are much more ready to see
opportunities for companies to do good than
managers are.

Managing environmental
impacts of production.
Respecting labour rights.
Avoiding human rights abuse
complicity.
Avoiding corruption.

s

•

Process focus

The prevalent managerial view revealed by this study -- that social and environmental issues are ‘do
no harm’ compliance issues rather than opportunities for business innovation to benefit society -- is a
wake-up call for business leaders and external advocates of strategic corporate social responsibility.
Whereas high level commitments and international round-tables have reframed corporate social
responsibility in its widest terms as an opportunity for innovation, this has not been effectively
integrated into management thinking within companies.
The openness of external stakeholders to the opportunity for businesses to do good also suggests
that a focus on innovation could represent the common ground upon which managers and
stakeholders can build a solid basis for cooperation.

Understanding how companies with
the strongest social performance
have succeeded in getting managers
and stakeholders to see things from
each other’s point of view is crucial.
Project RESPONSE investigated a
range of internal and external factors
to identify which factors were
associated with strong alignment.
Three common features of the
internal and external environments
of high performing companies stood
out:

“The fin ding tha t i t is easie r t o alig n
min dset s in high ly dyn a mic e nviron me nts
m a y be s ome wha t c oun te r- i nt uiti ve bu t
inte rest ing n one thele ss. The p ri ori ty f oc us
o n in te rna l c hange and inn ovati on,
howe ve r, h as en ormou s i mp lic ati on s f or the
wa y we t hin k ab out corporate
r esp on sibi lit y g oing f orw a rd and for w here
c omp anies and st ake holde rs sh ou ld be
dire cting the i r ef f orts .“
Peter Lacy, Executive Director, EABIS and
Member of the Response Business Advisory Board

1. Business environment dynamism. Companies with high alignment are more often found in
countries, industries and competitive niches characterised by rapid change than by those where
business models and social norms are more stable.
2. Innovation as motivation. Managers in companies where addressing social and environmental
issues is seen as a means of innovating and creating new markets exhibit greater alignment
than those driven only by values, reputation or cost-saving business cases.
3. Integration of corporate social responsibility. The degree to which understanding and
management of social and environmental impacts are integrated into business operations and,
even more importantly, in the strategic decision-making process, emerged as one of the
strongest predictors of alignment.
The findings relative
to each of these three
factors are outlined in
more detail in the
following pages.

Exhibit 6: What factors support alignment?
How strong is the evidence in support of a link between the following factors
and levels of stakeholder-management alignment in the companies studied?

Strong
Some
No clear
Possible factors
That the strongest
evidence
evidence
link
enablers of alignment
Innovation business case
appear to be internal
Differentiation strategy
factors under a
Integration of corporate
company’s current
responsibility
control is an important
External pressure ***
finding. This means that
Market dynamism ***
developing stronger
alignment between
Influential CSR department
managers and
Strong industry norms ***
stakeholders is a
Stakeholder engagement
practical step that
companies can take to
Leadership commitment
improve their corporate
Strong organisational values
social responsibility
Value-based firm origins
performance. This
contrasts with factors
*** = External factors
such as corporate
history and values, or even leadership commitment, for which there is relatively little room for action
by managers themselves in driving the integration of social responsibility within their corporations.
Recognising the relationship between dynamism, responsiveness and stakeholder alignment does not
mean dismissing the impact of established organisational values. Committed leadership and
corporate values appear to be necessary in setting corporations on the path towards corporate social
responsibility, but are not enough to bridge the gap between managers and stakeholders which
stands in the way of achieving excellence.

3. Moving Targets, Sharper Aim
The research looked at how alignment differed between countries, industry sectors and competitive
niches. The object of this was not to draw up a ranking of industries or countries but to understand
whether complexity and discontinuous change impede learning or sharpen the focus of managers on
stakeholder expectations. In each case it found that higher levels of alignment are associated with
more dynamic and complex contexts, such as:
• Corporate responsibility initiatives motivated by an innovation-driven business case;
• Business strategies focused on differentiation and meeting complex customer requirements;
• Stakeholders actively pursuing new demands;
• Industries characterised by high levels of change; and
• Regions marked by faster economic change (see Exhibit 7).
Exhibit 7: States of agreement?
Northern European countries have a long history of formalised engagement between companies and
their stakeholders and are often seen as leaders in creating national environments conducive to
2
corporate responsibility. Northern European firms generally produce more detailed public reports on
social and environmental performance than either Anglo-Saxon or Southern European firms and have
more codes and formal procedures in place on these issues. But are their managers more in-tune with
stakeholder expectations or has social responsibility become routine and less responsive to shifting
challenges?
A comparison of average levels of alignment in Northern Europe, Southern Europe and the ‘AngloSaxon’ economies (Canada, UK and USA) gives findings which may be surprising:

•

In 3 out of the 4 areas measured, managers in Anglo-Saxon companies exhibit the smallest
gaps, i.e., the highest levels of alignment with stakeholders.

•

In 3 out of the 4 areas measured, Northern European companies exhibit the largest gaps. In
particular, they overstate their own social performance much more than do the Southern
European and Anglo-Saxon companies.

•

The Southern European companies studied show surprisingly high levels of alignment which
challenges the region’s reputation as a corporate social responsibility laggard.
Average Alignm ent Gaps by Region

50%

25%

0%
Stakeholder
identification

Risk

N.Europe

S.Europe

Responsibility

Performance

Anglo Saxons

This finding highlights one of the key challenges of corporate social responsibility: its dynamism.
Countries, industries and companies where corporate social responsibility is an established feature of
doing business, but where levels of resistance to change might also be historically higher, may find it
more difficult to find energy and insights to constantly drive the adaptation process, at least when
compared to others competing in more dynamic contexts.

2

See for example The State of Responsible Competitiveness, AccountAbility, UK (2007).

4. Corporate Social Innovation
The research found that in the high
alignment companies, managers are
more likely to express the business case
for corporate social responsibility in terms
of innovating to develop new market
opportunities. In contrast, business cases
based on risk reduction, cost efficiency or
higher sales margins do not appear to
make a difference to either alignment or
performance levels.
An approach to corporate social
responsibility centred on innovation
seems to foster greater understanding of
external interests and priorities as well as
a willingness to take risks and envision
new approaches to addressing these
challenges.

"I w as fa scina ted t o rea d th at the best
p erforming c omp anies see the mot ivati on
f or CS R in t erms of inn ovat ing to c rea t e
new ma rke ts . I sha re the vie w th at CS R
a nd inn ova ti on a re t w o si des of t he s a me
coin ... It see ms t o me tha t one cha llen ge
h ere is for bu siness sch ools to eq uip y ou ng
busines s leade rs with the s ki lls n eces sa ry
to de vel op lin ks bet ween resp onsib ili ty
a nd c ompe tit ive st rateg y t hat a re b ase d
on in nova ti on and va lue c rea ti on ra the r
t han jus t on cost e ff icienc y."
Günter Verheugen, Vice-President and Commissioner
for Enterprise and Industry, European Commission

5. From the Inside-Out
In the companies studied, high levels of alignment go hand in hand with integration of social
responsibility principles and practices within the business. It is hard to say whether integration leads to
better alignment or whether better alignment supports an integrated approach. It might very well be a
bit of both. But what is clear is that companies that excel in their approach to corporate social
responsibility do so by integrating the principles of sustainability into both their everyday business
practices and their strategic decision-making processes.
Exhibit 8: Integration in practice
One of the participating natural resource companies is distinguished by its success in integrating
sustainable practices into its procurement process. Environmental and social issues are considered in
relation to procurement, marketing, product use and in managing the end-of-product life cycle.
Managers with operational responsibilities are thus sensitised to the potential impacts of their
operations through their everyday activities. Additionally, the inclusion of environmental and of health
and safety issues in its management system has enabled the establishment of indicators in all
business units, sectors and groups. Social performance is tracked and benchmarked, and
improvements implemented based on best practice and learning within the company.
In contrast, there appears to be no association between the degree to which companies have
developed solid, externally focused stakeholder engagement practices and the level of managers’
agreement with stakeholder perspectives. This is surprising because aligning internal and external
perspectives is one of the key aims of stakeholder engagement. However, it seems that actual
changes in day-to-day behaviour, as illustrated above, are more powerful than dedicated external
communication in making the shift from ‘good’ to ‘great’ performance. Indeed, companies that have
invested heavily in external communication processes may have inadvertently lost out by failing to put
sufficient focus on internal change processes.
This finding clearly points to the need to invest in deep internal organisational change processes
aimed at adapting operating and strategic processes to integrate sustainability principles. This means,
in concrete terms, that all the fundamental processes that make the organisation work -- from the way
resources are allocated to the way people are hired and motivated, from the procurement of
resources to the marketing and sales of products -- need to be adapted to fully embed the
consideration of its potential social and environmental impact.

Da y-- to-- d ay c hanges in
b ehaviou r a re more
powe rf ul th an e ff orts
d edica ted p ri ma ri ly t o
exte rna l c ommunica ti on
i n b ringing st ake holde r
and manage r
v ie wp oint s c l ose r .

This is a tall order, particularly considering the peripheral role
played by CSR experts in most corporations today. The power
and the responsibility to effect this change rest primarily on the
shoulders of corporate leaders and senior executives who are
able to invest resources and muster sufficient internal power to
influence the evolution of business activities.

“Inner Ring” stakeholders – customers, suppliers, shareholders,
employees, communities – have equally relevant roles to play in
helping companies to face this major change management
challenge. Other actors, particularly Social Rating Agencies
(SRAs) and NGOs, could be forces of positive change as
Neithe r socia l ra ting
well, but their positive influence depends on their ability to
a gencies nor NGOs ha ve
understand how the company works and make sound
a cl ea r pi ct u re of wh at
assessments about where to direct investments to speed up
g oes on insi de t he
and facilitate progressive change.
c omp anies they a re
foc use d on: t hey a re in
Interviews revealed that neither SRAs nor NGOs, however,
know what goes on inside the businesses they evaluate.
d ange r of bec oming out
They do not have a clear picture of how these companies
of syn c with wha t is
motivate people, allocate resources, organise processes,
n eeded to d ri ve in te rna l
develop strategies, and manage change. Their evaluations
change.
are in fact typically dependent either on the external
communication efforts of the companies themselves, or on
media reports and activist campaigns against the company. Both sources, of course, are second hand
and give little clue as to how responsibility issues are actually handled within the organisational
boundaries.
SRAs, in particular, would be best advised to move beyond the analysis of external communication
and towards a thorough assessment of internal change processes. NGOs as well need to
substantially upgrade their understanding of corporate processes and their skills in coordinating and
cooperating to drive and support internal change.

6. Reinventing Stakeholder Engagement
Among the companies studied, those that have established processes for managing dialogue with
their stakeholders are no more likely to have achieved high levels of alignment than those that take a
more ad hoc approach to monitoring and responding to external concerns. Stakeholder engagement
is an established touchstone of CSR best practice – but could it really be that it is a waste of
everybody’s time?
Sta keh olde r en gage men t
Our reading is that this would be the wrong conclusion to draw.
r ep resen ts an i mportan t
In our view, stakeholder engagement is a critical step, but does
pre li min a ry s tep
not go far enough to achieve CSR excellence. For example,
t owa rds unde rs tan ding
since the set of companies studied in this project was made up
sta keh ol de r
of ‘good’ and ‘great’ social performers, it could be that
e xpecta ti ons, bu t i t
stakeholder engagement practices are necessary conditions to
get to ‘good’ social performance levels, but falls short of
mig ht n ot be s u ffi cient
enabling companies to achieve excellence.
to achie ve exce llen ce in
c orp ora te s oci al
The research findings can be interpreted as highlighting;
resp on sibi lit y.

•

The danger of overinvestment in external communication processes which can drain
attention and resources from internal change processes; and

•

The opportunity to rethink the role of stakeholder engagement away from “listening” and
“telling”, towards more active collaboration in changing the way things are done inside the
organisation.

CSR champions within companies should consider shifting the balance of their attention and
resources away from promoting external communication processes towards initiating internal change
initiatives aimed at mainstreaming sustainability in business and strategic processes.
Stakeholder engagement is not being discredited as an enabler
of excellence in corporate responsibility. On the contrary, this
engagement is a critical first step in aligning company managers
- stakeholders for CSR performance. The dialogue, however,
needs to be redirected from external initiatives to looking
internally first, and to collaborating more to integrate CSR into
the company’s day-to-day activities.

Engage ment with
e xte rna l s ta keh olde rs i s
mos t ef fec ti ve whe re it
f oc use s on c ata ly sing
and s upp orti ng lea rning
a nd dee p in te rna l
change p roce sses.

The findings give support to the view that stakeholder
engagement could be seen as a critical lever for internal change.
It could go beyond being a way of understanding expectations or even developing joint externallydirected initiatives, and focus on catalysing and supporting learning and deep internal change
processes inside the corporation. CSR champions within companies might use relationships with
external counterparts to help gain internal legitimacy and drive change, for example. Similarly,
stakeholder organisations could seek opportunities to engage with companies which go beyond
consultation, debate or project collaboration to actively promote changes in the way the company
responds to social and environmental issues at the core of its business.

These approaches are likely to be more effective in bridging the gap between managers and
stakeholders, but also much more demanding of managers’ and stakeholders’ efforts and resources.
The prize of these efforts may be equally large. Helping companies to turn themselves into truly
responsible actors might very well be the best and surest, albeit not the shortest, route to
finding solutions to today’s global economic, social and environmental problems.

7. Developing Socially Responsible Managers
The findings reviewed above indicate that a substantial gap remains between managers and
stakeholders on the understanding of, and expectations around, CSR issues and practices, even in
companies that demonstrate superior corporate social performance. Bridging this gap is a challenge
that needs to be tackled by any company or educational institution engaged in “responsible”
management training. It goes beyond raising awareness on CSR-related issues to address the inner
decision-making process of managers, including the development of specific traits related to
emotional disposition, personal values and identity.
The traditional response to this challenge involves some type of dedicated training intervention, either
designed internally by companies themselves or externally through business schools or specialised
providers. Previously, it was not possible to say much about the effectiveness of these initiatives in
influencing managerial awareness and consequent behaviour – in fact, no study had been done to
scientifically evaluate their impact and no routinized process is normally available even in advanced
educational institutions.
Project RESPONSE therefore took the step of assessing, for the first time, the impact of different
approaches, including (i) a traditional executive education program, (ii) a coaching approach focused
solely on deep meditation, without any mentioning of CSR, and (iii) a relaxation-based stress
management technique, also devoid of any explicit reference to CSR.
This experimental research stream engaged 93 managers in four companies to evaluate the pre-post
difference in their response patterns consequent to one of the training approaches, as well as no
training at all (control group), in a randomized, controlled, experimental setting. Managers were asked
to respond to a series of decision dilemmas, as well as a number of tests to establish a psychological
profile of the individual manager based on emotional dispositions, personal values and decisionmaking criteria. The responses gathered suggest that the innovative approaches (ii) and (iii) could
influence a stronger move towards socially responsible behaviour than the traditional executive
education approach could do (see Exhibit 9).

Exhibit 9: Impact of different education and coaching approaches on decision-making
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Given the impact on behaviour shown by these novel approaches, the next step was to identify the
psychological mechanisms that might explain these behavioural changes. The managers who

undertook the meditation-based coaching program
showed a significant increase in positive emotions
(happiness, self confidence, inspiration, among others)
and decreased frequency of negative emotions (anger,
tiredness and anxiety). They also gave increased priority
to values such as ‘responsibility’, ‘wisdom’, ‘forgiving’,
‘inner harmony’, ‘unity with nature’, and decreasing
importance to ‘preserving public reputation’. These
emotions and personal values are considered to be likely
to support the development of more socially responsible
decision-making and behaviour.

Medi tat ion an d relaxa ti on
t echniq ues see m t o enab le
m a nage rs t o b rea k f ree
from pa tte rns of decisi on
m a ki ng d ri ven by shortt erm ou tc omes, se lf
inte rest and reliance on
s afe sol uti ons t o e mb race
more p roa cti ve and
i nnova ti ve a pp roaches t o
soci al and en vi ron ment al
c hallenges .

Interestingly, participants in the stress management
programme also returned similar, albeit weaker,
indicators from their experience – the training seemed to
encourage a shift towards socially responsible behaviour and some related psychological traits. A
possible explanation for this somewhat unexpected outcome is that the development of socially
responsible behaviour might not only depend on emotional attitudes and personal values, but also on
the effect of basic work pressures such as stress (for which both a “non-orthodox” training approach
might be highly applicable). One might even posit that the strain placed on managers in the workplace
leads to short-term time horizons, narrow self-interests, and familiar approaches to problem solving.
This would thus prevent sound decision-making based on search for creative solutions to unstructured
problems, on caring and trusting attitudes and on long-term views of the implications of one’s
decisions on broader audiences internal and external to the company.
Three main implications can therefore be drawn from this experimental study:
•

All providers of management development programmes, including internal corporate
academies, need to establish a robust system of pre-post impact measurement for their CSRrelated training initiatives

•

Companies and business schools need to look beyond traditional methods for executive
learning and consider different pedagogical approaches to CSR – such as meditation and
relaxation techniques, experiential learning and others. This appears to be necessary in order
to address the more fundamental issue of developing social consciousness in managers

•

The data generated open up various avenues of opportunity for further and deeper knowledge
development. Given the crucial importance of better training for managers on CSR issues, it
is to be hoped that future research will endeavour to build on this initial platform, expanding
both its scope and reach to validate these findings.

A Cautionary Note:
A word of caution is necessary in the interpretation of the results of these experiments. Firstly,
although the aggregate number of participants (93) is sufficiently large to draw statistical conclusions,
this remains a relatively small sample and has still only looked at a few different learning approaches,.
Secondly, the post-intervention measures are taken immediately after the end of each experiment,
therefore, missing any possibility to assess the duration or longevity of the impacts on managerial
behaviour and profiles. Future researchers are thus warmly encouraged to probe these findings with
larger samples of practicing managers, with longer-term post-intervention measurements and across
different learning methodologies. The research team recognise this is very much the beginning of a
potentially significant line of future research inquiry.

The Last Word
Project RESPONSE is probably the first, and certainly not the last, word on most of the phenomena it
has studied. Its findings have, in fact, raised as many interesting questions as RESPONSE has
attempted to answer.
We hope that, in addition to its important findings being expanded and improved upon by future
scholars, RESPONSE will be seen as a pioneering effort to develop a new way to conduct
management research in areas as fundamentally complex, unstructured and yet crucially important to
management theory and practice as corporate social responsibility.
The RESPONSE team is particularly grateful to those thoughtful practitioners who have endured
endless discussions with us on theoretical development, measurement, participant recruitment, data
collection, data analysis and, finally, sense-making and dissemination of the findings throughout the
duration of Project RESPONSE. The successful implementation of a study based on multiple designs
(matched pair case analysis and field experiments), multiple levels of analysis (the organisation and
the individual) and multiple research philosophies (rigorous description aimed at relevant prescription)
would simply not have been possible without their patient and unwavering support.
th

To conclude, perhaps the ‘8 Finding’ of the project is the many learnings that have emerged carving
out a new path in collaborative research design and in engaging with business and stakeholders. In
this sense, RESPONSE has been a living case study of partnership in its own right. This approach
underlies the philosophy at the heart of the European Academy of Business in Society, an approach
that emphasises relevance, but preserves rigour and academic independence. We will stream these
findings into EABIS’ other EU sponsored project the ‘European Platform for Excellence on CSR’ (CSR
Platform) in order to share the rich insights from RESPONSE and to help build a blueprint for future
European research on the role of business in society.
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SELECTED VIEWS ON PROJECT RESPONSE
The European Academy of Business in Society continues to play a very important role in research and
education on CSR in Europe. Project RESPONSE has looked closer than ever before at stakeholder
expectations of business, at business responses to those expectations and at all the implications this
has for competitiveness. As such it addresses questions that are at the very heart of European policy
on CSR.
We have had high expectations of Project RESPONSE and we have not been disappointed. The findings themselves have great value and should provide a sound evidence base for companies to combine a progressive approach to sustainability with high performance and competitiveness.
Günter Verheugen
Vice-President and Commissioner for Enterprise and Industry
European Commission

Project RESPONSE has been the most comprehensive CSR study ever done in terms of its research
design. We especially applaud the innovative, collaborative design and governance, and getting both
the outside in/inside out view of all the stakeholders engaged. EABIS has been pleased to support the
academic research team in its efforts to learn more about how to make the relationship between business and society a productive one.
Gilbert Lenssen
President
EABIS

Project RESPONSE has been a novel, cooperative effort between business and academia which can
potentially improve both the way we think about and the way we practice CSR. It has combined academic rigor with managerial relevance to understand the factors that might help businesses and stakeholders to proceed in the same direction. Even more importantly, it has enabled us all to see how we
can integrate CSR into business more fully, including the way we educate managers going forward.
Frank Brown
Dean
INSEAD

"I believe the conclusions of Project RESPONSE are not only about corporate responsibility, but point
to the key role of innovation in driving new market development in response to evolving societal needs.
The RESPONSE team has provided valuable insights which make clear that we must raise the level of
understanding between firms and stakeholders and clarify roles throughout the value chain. This knowledge should in turn help us all improve our core business strategies and inform how we approach future partnerships, fostering more collaboration among all stakeholders. I commend the RESPONSE
project partners for achieving a very important milestone in the CSR research agenda."
Jean-Philippe Courtois
President
Microsoft International

